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Foreword
Earth science in Scotland:
A modern tradition
PROFESSOR PAUL BISHOP

People who study the Earth and its complex systems
might think of themselves as geologists or Earth
scientists or physical geographers or geoscientists.
But however they think of themselves, they often think
of Scotland as the “home” of their research. This is
not just because of Scotland's stunning landscapes.
The “modern” study of the Earth began in Scotland,
and one name and work are irrevocably associated
with that ”new” science: James Hutton and his Theory
of the Earth, first published by the Royal Society of
Edinburgh in the 1780s.
Hutton revolutionised the way we think about the Earth.
He realised that the history of the planet was not marked
by a series of catastrophes such as the great Biblical
flood. Rather, the Earth as we see it today is the result
of ongoing processes; some rapid and even catastrophic,
such as earthquakes and tsunami, but most slow and
steady, progressively building up and then eroding the
Earth’s surface and transporting sediment to the sea. The
Earth must be extremely old for such slow processes to
operate and such great age provided Charles Darwin with
the depth of time he needed for the processes of natural
selection and evolution, another of the great intellectual
breakthroughs.
Many other fundamental and ‘game-changing’ insights
on the Earth have come out of Scotland: debates about
its age; major breakthroughs in tectonics and mountain
building; and the realisation that Ice Age glaciations
are driven by changes in the Earth’s axis and orbit.
The innovations continue and are celebrated in this
issue of Science Scotland.
The 18th Century Enlightenment, when Hutton developed
his Theory of the Earth, was – to use a modern term –
multidisciplinary. Philosophers rubbed shoulders with
chemists, physicists with poets and novelists, geologists
with sociologists, and economists with mathematicians.
That multidisciplinarity remains a key feature of 21st
Century geosciences in Scotland. The blurring of the
boundaries between the different disciplines is no better
exemplified than in SAGES, the Scottish Alliance for
Geoscience, Environment and Society, a five-year
geosciences pooling initiative funded by the Scottish

Funding Council in 2005. Note the title: “Geoscience,
Environment and Society”. SAGES’ success rests
fundamentally on a deep collaboration between
disciplines and between institutions. This collaboration is
most obvious in its jointly-supervised PhD students and
highly successful graduate school, but also in its jointly;
won research grants, shared equipment and willingness
to look outside one’s own institution.
We knew that we were capable of the collaboration
needed for SAGES because geoscientists working in
Scotland had long cooperated via the Scottish
Universities Research and Reactor Centre in East
Kilbride, which has since become the Scottish
Universities Environmental Research Centre (SUERC).
SUERC’s story and ethos are outlined here by its past and
present Directors. On a personal note, SUERC’s scientific
analytical capability was a prime professional draw for
my move to Scotland in the late 1990s. Former Director
Tony Fallick also points out that SUERC’s capabilities are
there for industry, too. The geosciences are very much
alive and well in Scotland, most notably in relation to the
oil industry. This is illustrated in our ‘company profile’ of
Parkmead, an Aberdeen-based SME that is making its
way very successfully in the big business world of oil.
So, this issue of Science Scotland confirms that the
geosciences continue to play a major role in Scottish
science, society and the economy. This will be underlined
in December when we celebrate the centenary of the
publication of the concept of isotopes by Dr Frederick
Soddy. Soddy’s Glasgow-based work on isotopes
underpins virtually all of modern geosciences and
earned him the Nobel Prize in 1921. Recent moves
by the Scottish Qualifications Authority to downgrade
Geology as a subject in the school curriculum seem
therefore odd and out of touch. It is hoped that
representations from various parties will bear fruit and
that schools will continue to educate the next generation
in understanding and caring for our home: planet Earth.
Professor Paul Bishop
Professor of Geography
(School of Geographical & Earth Sciences)
University of Glasgow
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Profile SUERC

A little bit of everything
The Scottish Universities Environmental Research
Centre (SUERC) is one of the most sophisticated
facilities of its kind in the world, providing insights
into the mysterious world of molecules and isotopes.
And the aim of the centre is not only to advance our
understanding of the planet, but also the species who
live on its surface – along the way identifying dead
English monarchs, analysing Martian meteorites, dating
dinosaur extinction and super-eruptions, and explaining
the connection between sex, ‘heavy metal’ and granite...
Many scientists believe that instead of teaching traditional
subjects such as mathematics, physics, chemistry and
biology, schools should simply focus on earth sciences.
And nowhere is this interplay between the different
disciplines more evident than in the Scottish Universities
Environmental Research Centre (SUERC) in East Kilbride,
south east of Glasgow, where, according to the centre’s
Director Rob Ellam, they “do a little bit of everything.”
SUERC sits in a building originally constructed as the home
of the Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre
(SURRC), set up in 1963. And the evolution of the facilities
housed in the centre reflects the huge advances made in
technology over the years, and the shifting emphasis in
science itself, including the increased attention paid to
earth and environmental sciences over the last 50 years,
and the increasing collaboration between physicists,
geologists, chemists and biomedical researchers.
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In 1963, SURRC was staffed primarily by physicists and
nuclear scientists, using the low-power reactor for
teaching and research, including academic and
commercial applications. In the late 1960s, the first mass
spectrometer (used to analyse the abundance of atoms
with a slightly different weight) was installed in the centre,
followed by a series of spectrometers (used to measure
the relative abundance of isotopes in molecules and
elements from hydrogen to uranium).
When the reactor was decommissioned in 1995
(Imperial College still operates a similar facility in Ascot),
the centre was reorganised to focus its activities on earth,
environmental and biomedical sciences, with an
emphasis on geochemistry, radiochemistry and isotope
biogeosciences. It was then renamed SUERC, with a
mission to provide “collaborative access to expensive
equipment and specialist expertise” for scientists at the
universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow – in other words,
it offers shared resources which individual departments
would not be able to fund on their own. Today, says Ellam,
the teaching and research staff are a mix of different
disciplines, including two specialists in biomedical
research, four geologists, two physicists and three
chemists. The total staff numbers 80 people, including
technicians and post-graduate students.

The evolution of the facilities housed in the
centre reflects the huge advances made in
technology over the years, and the shifting
emphasis in science itself, including the
increased attention paid to earth and
environmental sciences over the last 50
years, and the increasing collaboration
between physicists, geologists, chemists
and biomedical researchers.
The centre also provides a range of highly
specialised facilities for the UK's Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC),
including:
> Argon Isotope Facility
> Isotope Community Support Facility
> Life Science Mass Spectrometry
Facility
> Cosmogenic Isotope Analysis Facility
> Radiocarbon Facility (Environment)
These facilities are used to support
NERC-funded research into major issues
such as climate change, environmental
influences on human health and the
genetic make-up of life on Earth. All
university researchers who qualify for
NERC support can use the facilities,
which are also available for commercial
research, enabling the centre to function
with funding from multiple sources.
SUERC groups its research into four
over-arching themes, but there is
substantial overlap between the
different themes:
> the Isotope Geosciences Unit (IGU)
> Radiometrics, environmental
chemistry & radiocarbon
> the Isotope Biology Laboratory (IBL)
> Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)
These “high-end, analytical” facilities may
be replaced by totally different equipment
within a few years, says Ellam, who sees
the job of the centre to be one step ahead
of technology trends. As the technology
evolves and the economies of scale allow
researchers to install their own facilities,

SUERC then looks for the next wave of
high-tech equipment – a cycle which
typically lasts for about 10 –15 years.
“The challenge is to find new opportunities,”
says Ellam, “and identify new challenges.
Most high-end equipment starts off as a
customised solution for highly specialised
projects but then, over time, becomes used
for much more routine work.”

At every stage of its development, SUERC
had to be “brave enough” to get into new
fields of research using novel analytical
techniques, taking calculated risks which
later paid off. And its latest venture into a
very new field of research is to purchase
a new piece of kit for something called
“clumped isotope geochemistry” – a new
way to reconstruct temperature in the
rock record by examining how rare
isotopes bond with each other. For
example, the study of heavy oxygen and
carbon isotopes provides a proxy for
analysis of climate change, dating back
millions of years, because the rare
isotopes literally “clump” into molecules
such as CO2, based on the temperature
when they were formed. The new
technique will refine conventional isotope
records used to construct former sea
temperature but which are also affected
by changes in other parameters – e.g.
seawater salinity. By extracting the
temperature record from clumped
isotopes, it will be possible to back-out
other parameters with more confidence.
As well as improving our knowledge of
climate change, the new device will also
be used for other applications, such as
analysing Martian meteorites (please see
sidebar).

Isotopes are variants of a
particular chemical element.
Each element has a given
number of protons and electrons,
but each isotope has a different
number of neutrons. The
existence of isotopes was
first suggested by the English
radiochemist Frederick Soddy
in 1912, while he was a lecturer
at the University of Glasgow.
The term isotope, Greek for
“at the same place,” was coined
by Margaret Todd, a Scottish
physician and family friend
of Soddy, during a dinner in
Glasgow, when Soddy explained
that different isotopes of a single
element occupy the same
position on the periodic table.
The number of nucleons (protons
and neutrons) in the nucleus is
the mass number, and each
isotope of a given element has
a different mass number. For
example, carbon-12, carbon-13
and carbon-14 are three isotopes
of the element carbon with
mass numbers 12, 13 and 14,
respectively. The atomic number
of carbon is 6, which means that
every carbon atom has 6 protons.
Carbon-12 has six neutrons and
therefore a mass number of
12 (6 protons+6 neutrons),
carbon-13 has 7 neutrons
(13=6+7) and carbon 14 has 8
neutrons (14=6+8).
By studying a sample (e.g. rock
or fossil) scientists can use the
ratio of isotopes (e.g. helium 3
to helium 4) to determine key
indicators such as the age
of the sample.

Did You Know?
Q
A

How do we know the age of the Earth?
Using the decay of natural radioactive isotopes, we can date meteorites and the majority give overlapping
ages close to 4.56 billion years. The Earth’s surface is younger because it is continually being modified,
but the oldest rocks are >4.0 billion years. We think the Earth is closer to 4.56 billion years old because
we can detect the stable decay products of relatively short-lived isotopes that became extinct within the
first few tens of millions of years after formation of the solar system.
sciencescotland
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Another major application will be
helping oil and gas exploration, using
clumped isotope biochemistry to
measure the quality or grade of
hydrocarbon deposits, by determining
how long the carbon has been there and
at what temperature it formed, thus
aiding the decision whether or not it will
be profitable to exploit a new field.
Similar techniques will be used to
analyse methane, and Ellam says it will
even enable researchers to establish
whether a dinosaur was warm-blooded
or cold-blooded, based on an analysis of
fossilised remains – thus pinpointing
when dinosaurs and birds went their
separate ways as they evolved.
The new clumped isotope
palaeothermometer which SUERC
plans to install is being funded by the
University of Glasgow, which is providing
£1.2 million for the initial commission.
The new device will be used by a range
of researchers from different
universities, funded by research grants,
but it will also be available to oil and
gas companies, thus bringing in new
revenues to SUERC. Caltech pioneered a
similar piece of equipment to carry out
its own research, but SUERC will be
open for business to all, including
the new wave of companies looking
for shale gas.
Every new piece of equipment improves
the “intelligence” which scientists
gather from analysis of various samples,
but even though Ellam and his
colleagues are excited whenever they
acquire some new technology, they
know that it will soon become ubiquitous
and that SUERC will then need to move
on to the next generation of tools.
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SUERC is not all about getting the latest
equipment, however. It also provides
highly specialised expertise in different
fields, including radiocarbon dating, for
example. According to Ellam, demand
for carbon dating has increased
significantly in recent years, especially
commercial work for what is called the
“heritage industry.” It is all about “doing
archaeology properly,” says Ellam, and
relatively new tools such as the
accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS)
play a key role in the process, greatly
speeding up results and making them
much more precise. As well as being
called upon to analyse the bones of
English king Richard III (see story on
Page 8), the unit is also sometimes
asked to do forensic work for criminal
cases, including illegal ivory trading –
you can only buy and sell ivory older
than June, 1947.
Ellam also explains how the analytical
techniques used by SUERC today are
a huge advance on the methods used
only a few years ago. Even with AMS,
radiocarbon is limited to dating samples
younger than about 50,000 years. The
argon–argon method (which uses the
much slower decay of potassium 40
relative to argon 40 to establish
geological ages of millions to billions of
years) has recently been pushed into the
radiocarbon realm, giving a seamless
chronology from the present day to the
origin of the solar system.
Argon–argon analysis enables
researchers to date samples with greater
precision than ever before, going back
hundreds of millions or even billions of

years, and this has led to some exciting
results – for example, studying volcanic
rocks in Yellowstone (see story on
Page 8) and Tristan de Cunha.
When it comes to the chronology of
climate change, SUERC uses similar
techniques to look at samples from
the ocean bed, including corals and
fossils extracted from lake cores, with
uranium–thorium dating providing the
atomic clock and a variety of other
elements and isotopes offering
temperature records dating back
thousands of years. Scientists use these
“tools” to look at intervals or “slices of
time” as brief as 2–3 months, identifying
modern climate phenomena such as
El Niño in ancient climate records.
“There has been a step-change in
activities relating to climate change
studies,” says Ellam. “And SUERC
has been very influential in this field.”
Like many other scientists, Ellam
also gets “annoyed” when people
talk about climate change as if it
is a new or strange phenomenon.
Climate change has been a regular
occurrence since the birth of the
planet, and anthropogenic climate
change – the acceleration caused by
human intervention since the start
of the industrial age – is a relatively
recent blip in the records. What makes
it so significant for humankind now,
says Ellam, is that our ancestors
never had to experience the extremes
of climate that occurred in the
pre-human geological past.

SUERC researchers are doing
cutting-edge work in a wide range of
areas, including biomedical science,
where there is an emphasis on
nutritional studies – looking at the
effects of the diet on the development of
killer diseases such as stomach cancer
and Type 2 diabetes, as well as obesity.
In the past, researchers would “label”
food with harmless isotopes and
observe their progress through the
body, but today they have gone a step
further by cultivating wheat enriched
with carbon-13 isotopes, then feeding it
to people and seeing what happens
during normal digestion. The results of
this research could lead not only to
much deeper knowledge of diet and
even new foodstuffs but also help
pharmaceutical companies develop
drugs which modify people's
metabolism.
Ellam's personal research interests
focus on “the deep earth,” investigating
how the mantle interacts with the crust
– and convection in the planet's mantle
where hot solid rocks flow and convect
at a few millimetres per year. He is also
interested in “igneous petrogenesis” –
how rocks are formed when magma
cools. And this led to his involvement in
a project which is trying to explain the
unusual chemistry of rocks found on
Baffin Island in northern Canada a
few years ago. These basalt rocks
are “baffling everyone,” says Ellam,
because the ratio of these helium-3
(He-3) isotopes to helium-4 (He-4) is
much higher than normal for rocks
which are found on the surface, which
may indicate that it is very primitive
material nearly as old as the planet
itself.

When the Earth’s mantle melts, molten
lava erupts from volcanoes, carrying
“a flavour” of the deep mantle to the
surface for geologists to analyse.
The helium is a mixture of He-3 which
has existed since the Earth formed and
He-4 produced by the decay of other
radioactive elements. The ratio of
He-3 to He-4 can only reduce with time
and the fact that the ratio in the Baffin
Island rocks (which formed after a
volcanic eruption 60 million years ago)
is very much higher than normal
suggests an exotic, but somewhat
mysterious source deep in the Earth.
SUERC has been using other isotopic
tracers to try to figure out exactly
“where the helium signature comes
from.”
Another of Ellam’s areas of interest
is the so-called “Messinian Salinity
Crisis” when, about five million years
ago, the Mediterranean Sea dried up
and deposited vast amounts of salt
evaporites – the mineral sediments left
behind on the floor of the sea when the
water evaporates. According to Ellam,
the salinity required to deposit the
mineral halite is seven times greater
than generally found on the sea
bed but the real puzzle is that the
evaporites represent about ten times
the salt that would be derived by
evaporating a single Mediterranean
volume of seawater. Using geochemical
tracers of ocean currents (found
in things such as fossil fish teeth),
researchers at SUERC, as part of the
MEDGATE EU Network working in
southern Spain and northern Morocco,
are trying to to “redraw the map,”
of the region, showing where the water
used to circulate millions of years ago.

First as a researcher and now as
director, Ellam has seen some
significant changes at SUERC over
the years. “When I first came here
in 1992,” says Ellam, “the geologists
were pioneers applying nuclear
techniques to geological problems.
but somewhat peripheral to the main
purpose of the Reactor Centre. For
almost two decades now, Earth,
Environmental and Life Sciences
applications have been at the centre
of our operations.”
In the future, SUERC will never stand
still. New technologies will come
and go and scientists will ask more
searching questions, but Ellam sees
its role not only as a pioneer in
high-tech research tools, but also as a
centre which will leave behind a legacy
for future generations of researchers
in terms of its collaborative ethos.
Today, the emphasis may be on earth,
environmental and biomedical
sciences, but who knows what
tomorrow will bring?

In the future,
SUERC will
never stand still.
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From outer space to outer Hebrides
Researchers at the Scottish Universities Environmental Research
Centre (SUERC) are asked to investigate all sorts of mysteries, from
billions of years ago to two years ago, and rocks that came from
outer space as well as rocks from deep inside the Earth...
Date with death
Identifying long-dead kings
may not be one of its primary
functions, but SUERC made the
headlines last year when the
University of Leicester asked
the centre to date bones dug
up in a car park in Leicester,
believed to be the skeletal remains
of Richard III, the last English king
to die in battle, at Bosworth in 1485.
Two samples of rib bone were sent to SUERC in October 2012
and prepared for high-precision AMS (accelerator mass
spectrometer) radiocarbon dating. Samples were also sent to
the radiocarbon dating laboratory at the University of Oxford,
and the two research facilities then compared results.
The stable isotope measurements for SUERC's two
samples indicated that the individual had a highly
varied, protein-rich diet, with seafood (oysters and marine
fish) providing approximately 25 per cent of his protein.
Organisms that derive their carbon from the sea appear
older than they really are when radiocarbon dated, so
scientists have to make allowances for this when dating
humans or other creatures who consumed a lot of seafood.
The final result indicated that the individual died between
1475 and 1530 – in close agreement with Oxford's results.
Subsequent DNA analysis confirmed that the remains are
indeed those of Richard III.

What killed the dinosaurs?
What caused the extinction of
the dinosaurs is one of the
most controversial mysteries
in science, with comets,
asteroids, volcanic eruptions
and climate change all blamed
at one time by various theories.
To solve the mystery once and for all,
SUERC was part of an international team
which confirmed that the extinction – which according to the
fossil record, happened overnight – can be dated back to
precisely 66,038,000 years ago, the same time as an asteroid
or comet struck the Earth. The impact of the six-mile-wide
object, which created a 110-mile-wide crater in the
Caribbean off the coast of Mexico, may not have been solely
responsible for the death of the dinosaurs, but could have
“kicked them over the edge,” following a period of dramatic
climate variation caused by a series of volcanic eruptions.
A SUERC team led by Dr Darren Mark conducted
independent argon–argon analyses which confirmed results
from the US. Argon–argon dating uses a mass spectrometer
to measure the ratio of radioactive potassium in a sample
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of rock to its decay product, argon. The amount of argon
in a sample allows researchers to use rocks as incredibly
slow clocks.
Dr Mark said: “This study shows the power of high-precision
geochronology. Many people think precision is just about
adding another decimal place to a number, but it’s far more
exciting than that. It’s more like getting a sharper lens on a
camera. It allows us to dissect the geological record at greater
resolution and piece together the sequence of Earth history.
The dinosaur project followed another success for SUERC
when it re-dated super-eruption deposits from Yellowstone,
showing that it was a product of multiple eruptions,
rather than a single event.

Space invader
A team of SUERC researchers led
by Dr Fin Stuart are to analyse
a 0.2g fragment of a Martian
meteorite which fell in Morocco
in 2011. Only 61 of the 41,000
meteorites discovered on Earth are
thought to have originated on Mars.
The SUERC team will measure the
abundance of cosmogenic isotopes
of helium, neon and argon. This will establish how long the
meteorite was exposed to cosmic radiation in space and
thus how long ago the meteorite was ejected from Mars.

Heavy metal, sex and rock
Scientists from the University of
Aberdeen and SUERC recently
discovered that 1.5 billion years
ago, granite played a key role in
creating life as we know it today,
prompting the shift from simple to
more complex organisms.
This transition took place thanks to
the vast amount of granite in the Earth’s
crust at this point, when the Earth’s crust
was particularly thick and very hot, producing lots of granite
on the surface. These rocks contained zinc, copper and
molybdenum, which changed the chemistry of the singlecelled organisms which existed at that time, allowing them
to evolve into the multi-celled organisms which were the
first step towards more diverse life on Earth. This also made
it possible for sexual reproduction and the mixing of genes
which drive evolution.
The scientists got their evidence from metal ore in rocks 1.5
to 1.8 billion years old, found in many parts of the world
including Australia, north west Scotland and the Hebrides.

The collaborative ethos
“There can be some advantages not to be a geoscientist,” says Tony
Fallick, the former director of the Scottish Universities Environmental
Research Centre (SUERC) – someone who has done more than most to
advance geoscience in Scotland in recent years. With a first degree in
physics and a PhD in chemistry, he may not have seemed the obvious
candidate for such a job, but his record at SUERC speaks for itself.
When he first arrived at the facility (then named the
Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre)
in 1980, the nuclear reactor was the centre of
attention and geoscientists were still in a minority.
Fallick jokes that his main “selling point” to his new
bosses was that he was good at fixing the machines
(including mass spectrometers), but his scientific
training and his “salesmanship” later proved just as
important, as the Isotope Geology Unit where he was
employed overtook the reactor (decommissioned in
1995) in terms of scientific importance.
By the time he left SUERC in 2012, Fallick had
played a key role in the purchase of two accelerator
mass spectrometers (AMS) and the centre had an
international reputation for excellence in geoscience,
providing world-class services to academic
researchers throughout the UK as well as some
of the best-known names in industry.
According to Fallick, one of the key factors in this
transition was that SUERC developed a new business
model which generated extra revenues from industry,
taking full advantage of the oil boom in the 1980s
by providing services for petroleum and reservoir
geology. The centre also partnered with the
companies who make the equipment it needs,
including mass spectrometers. SUERC gets its
hands on the latest devices at a discounted price
by testing the machines at the prototype stage
and providing a showcase seen by other potential
customers. In addition, SUERC maximises
productivity by unplugging bottlenecks in operations
– whether caused by people or equipment. But
above all, says Fallick, the centre has adopted a
“collaborative ethos” which means that its success
goes hand in hand with the success of the people
who use it – what Fallick describes as “a large
constituency of collaborators.”
This collaborative ethos played a critical role in
attracting the funding which enabled the centre
to buy its second AMS in 2003. The major challenge

for the centre was how to get such powerful
equipment to pay for itself – to generate extra
capacity and subsidise research.
Fallick's approach was to pitch for the funding as part
of a team with the Universities of Edinburgh and
Glasgow, pooling their resources to purchase a piece
of equipment that none could afford on its own. In
turn, this new equipment would be made available
to other geoscientists in the UK, as well as industry
clients, “providing access to as many tools as possible
in one location,” rather than locking it up in a single
department.
As the SUERC team wrote in their application for
funding in 2003: “Imaginative funding mechanisms
deserve imaginative proposals.” And this same
approach helped to establish SAGES (the Scottish
Alliance for Geoscience, Environment and Society)
in 2006, pooling the resources of more than 200
leading researchers.
Fallick also feels very strongly that the role of
technicians deserves more recognition. The business
of the centre is to measure things, and to measure
things you always need technicians – training them
by reinvesting some of the earnings from industry
clients. On top of this, Fallick believes it's important to
visit universities to teach students about what goes on
in the centre – for example, stable isotope applications
– so that they are better prepared for their future
careers as well as more aware of how the centre can
help their research.
Since 1980, Fallick has been a major influence at
SUERC, and the new equipment bought during his
time as director has more than filled the gap of the
reactor. “Even physicists did not realise that earth
scientists used equipment on this scale,” says Fallick.
The job of director requires someone who knows
the technology and can “push the boundaries,” says
Fallick, but knowing how to press the right financial
and commercial buttons also helps.
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Interview Professor Kathy Whaler

Professor Kathy Whaler tells non-scientists her
work is all about knowing “why the compass
points north,” but her research in geophysics
goes a lot further than helping our map-reading
skills – it has advanced our understanding of the
Earth’s magnetic field and helped us map our
planet (from the core to the surface) as it formed
over billions of years...
It may seem strange to name an asteroid in honour of
a scientist who is more concerned with looking down
towards the centre of the earth than gazing up at the sky,
but there’s a perfectly rational reason – this chunk of
space debris (5914 Kathywhaler) can actually tell us a lot
about the core of our planet and the dynamic processes
going on thousands of kilometres under our feet.
Kathy Whaler, who is now Professor of Geophysics in the
School of GeoSciences at the University of Edinburgh, is
also a former President of the Royal Astronomical Society
(2004–2006), but even though non-scientists may wonder
why a geophysicist has such a strong connection with
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astronomy, for Whaler this makes perfect sense.
“The province of geophysicists has gradually expanded
to encompass some of that formerly occupied by
astronomy,” Whaler explains. “We can now apply
geophysical techniques to astronomical objects.
There’s some overlap in approach, too – in both cases,
we can only observe what’s there, rather than alter
conditions and then repeat the measurements as you
would in a lab experiment.”
The links between the different scientific disciplines get
stronger all the time. Over the last 30 years, geophysics
and geoscience in general have increasingly employed a
multi-disciplinary approach to research, including the
analysis of data from satellites scanning the Earth and
the planets beyond, as well as taking advantage of
dramatic advances in computing resources which enable
the construction of extremely complex models of the
Earth. The work of geophysicists is never far removed
from pure mathematics and physics, especially when
they are trying to answer big questions such as how our
dynamic Earth functions – powered by energy that
drives a dynamo deep in its core.

Photography: Gary Doak

Magnetic field
personality

The province of geophysicists has
gradually expanded to encompass some
of that formerly occupied by astronomy
Whaler explains that the inner core of the planet is a solid
mass (primarily an iron–nickel alloy) about 1,200km in
radius, possibly rotating at a slightly different rate than the
rest of the planet, surrounded by a similar-sized outer core
– a circulating “ocean” of liquified iron with the same
viscosity as water. As the Earth cools, the liquid iron in the
outer core slowly solidifies, adding to the volume of the
inner core. These dynamic processes are a huge source
of energy that plays a key role in the generation of the
Earth’s magnetic field, and this was the focus of Whaler’s
research as a PhD student at Cambridge in the late 1970s
– using geomagnetism to study the dynamics of the Earth’s
core and deep mantle, “to explain how the geomagnetic
field evolves over time.”
Trying to understand the structure of the planet is also not
unlike pointing a telescope up at the stars in the sky – it is a
highly complex, puzzling phenomenon, but it also has to be
studied in similar ways, with instruments that help light up
the “darkness” down below.
In simple terms, Whaler’s work involves mapping the core,
measuring the strength and geometry of the magnetic field
to build up a picture of what lies under the surface – much
like an X-ray of the human body or detecting radiation from
“invisible” stars.
In the outer core, the liquid iron moves around like water
boiling in a saucepan, and this convection generates the
Earth's magnetic field. The strength of the magnetic field at
various times in the past has been recorded in rocks, which
also record the reversal of polarity (from north to south and
vice–versa) which takes place every few hundred thousand
years, thus helping us to date the rocks.
The Earth's magnetic field is not just a good tool for seeing
what's under the surface. It is also important because
it protects the atmosphere from being destroyed, by
deflecting the Solar wind – a stream of particles which
radiates out from the Sun and sometimes interferes with
radio communications and GPS signals, etc.
For her PhD, Whaler came up with an innovative method to
explore whether there was a “stagnant layer” at the top of
the core where the dynamo wasn’t operating. This novel
approach allowed her to use magnetic data to study the
flow of the liquid iron there. “Normally, there are too many
unknowns for us to infer the flow, but if the convection
(over-turning motion) was not making it all the way up to
the core surface, then the flow is simpler,” says Whaler.

“We could test whether the data were consistent with the
existence of this stagnant layer and, having found they
were, then go on to discover the geometry of the flow.”
Suddenly, the geomagnetic data were a powerful tool to
probe the workings of the dynamo.
Other scientists later made different assumptions about
the flow which could also be tested for consistency against
the data. Interestingly, although each implied a different
dynamical situation, the flow geometry inferred was very
similar. About two years ago, new estimates of the
properties of iron at these extremely high temperatures
and pressures suggested convection was unlikely to extend
all the way through the outer core. “This new research
suggests my idea is more probable,” says Whaler.
In the 30 years since Whaler first developed her theory,
geomagnetism – and geophysics in general – has gone
through an era of rapid advances in the use of technology.
This has helped prove many long-standing theories, but
also created new intellectual challenges, simply because
of the vast amounts of data now available.
It is useful to know that it was not until about 1840 that
scientists devised a way to measure the strength of
the Earth’s magnetic field. Prior to that, we only had
information about the direction in which it pointed.
These directional data were recorded routinely by sailors in
ships’ logs for navigational purposes, and have recently
been “mined” by scientists to reconstruct models of the
magnetic field dating back several centuries, making an
educated guess about its strength prior to 1840.

Did You Know?
Q

Why has Mars got no atmosphere?

A

Because there’s no magnetic field
(magnetosphere) to deflect the Solar
wind – a stream of electrically charged
particles that radiates out from the Sun,
picking up and sweeping away the
atmosphere of the planet.
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Satellite data have also revolutionised our view of the
planet. For example, says Whaler, ”MAGSAT (launched
by NASA in 1979) provided a very detailed picture of the
magnetic field even though the MAGSAT data did not
‘prove’ any theory. However, because the picture it provided
was very similar to models of the older magnetic field, it
gave scientists the confidence to believe them.” The
data gathered by MAGSAT over seven months was a
“revelation,” she adds, because until then we relied on
sparse data from the 100 or so observatories scattered
across the globe, including two in Scotland (Eskdalemuir
and Shetland).
Advances in our understanding of geophysics can be very
slow (there are very rarely any “quick fixes” in geoscience),
but knowing more about the ancient past and what is
happening now can be a good guide to the future, and
possibly help in forecasting and mitigating a catastrophe
or locating valuable resources such as minerals and
hydrocarbons.
One of Whaler’s major interests at the moment is her work
on the Afar Rift Consortium project in Ethiopia, the only
place in the world where three tectonic plates meet on the
surface of the planet above sea level, at the northern end
of the 3,000km-long East African Rift Valley, which will
eventually form a new ocean when the rift grows wide and
deep enough for seawater to flow in. Normally, the plates
there move apart at a rate of about 15mm a year, but in
one area in September 2005, there was a period of
dramatic earthquake activity when they shifted eight
metres apart in a couple of weeks, as magma forced its
way in over an area 60km long by 8km deep, forming what
is known as a “mega-dyke.” This has provided an
unprecedented opportunity to study how new crust forms,
using the latest technologies including satellite data.
Whaler’s specialist area for this project is magnetotellurics
(MT), imaging the earth’s subsurface by measuring
variations of natural electrical and magnetic fields at
the Earth's surface. The different electrical conductivities
of rocks and sub-surface fluids affect how the
electromagnetic (EM) waves propagate, so measuring and
mapping the EM fields at the surface helps infer rock type,
sedimentary layer thicknesses, and the presence of
magma, etc. It can also help to identify the presence of
hydrocarbons, water resources (including those used to
generate geothermal energy), and particular minerals and
precious metals, even deep down in the crust of the Earth.
The international team of scientists in Ethiopia (funded in
the UK by the Natural Environment Research Council) is
studying how the Earth’s outermost shell, which is usually
about 40km thick, has been stretched, thinned and heated
to breaking point, allowing the magma to force its way up
towards the surface. Whaler is looking for highly
conductive magma and partially molten rocks, and by
measuring the variations in conductivity, she is able to map
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the “ponds” or pockets of
magma under the surface,
while others observe how
it is moving and forming
new crust, including intruding
the 2005 mega-dyke and
12 smaller subsequent dykes.
Whaler works very closely
with many other specialists
to see the “big picture,”
including petrologists who
study the chemistry of rocks
erupted at the surface and
can add a lot of detail to her
magnetotelluric image of
the crust – they determine
how much water and various
key minerals the magmas
contain, and also how hot
they were, which controls
their electrical conductivity.
This helps her to measure
more precisely how much
magma is stored down there.
This multi-disciplinary research is a long way from
the early days of Whaler's career, but reflects the way
technology continues to have a huge impact on geoscience
and helps to advance our understanding of the planet –
and other planets beyond.
For example, another of Whaler's big passions is remote
exploration of Mars, using data from the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) satellite to study the magnetic field and
find out if the planet developed the same way as ours,
undergoing reversals of polarity which suggest plate
tectonics and similar formation of the crust.
The work of geophysicists may seem to be a “slow-burner”
but Whaler is a passionate evangelist for geoscience in
general. Many of her students have gone on to different
careers which may not directly use their specific
geoscience training, but do take advantage of the various
disciplines and skills learned in the course of their studies,
while others have gone on to work in hydrocarbon
exploration and mining.
Applications which make lots of money are not the only
measure of value, however. When the poles reverse again
(the last time was 700,000 years ago and there are signs it
is starting to happen again) and our compasses don't work,
we will all want to know what it means. And as Whaler
and her colleagues find out more about what lies beneath
our feet, it will not just advance our understanding of the
natural hazards which threaten life on the planet, but
also our ability to detect new resources that could make
life better.

Photography: Gary Doak

Interview Professor Kathy Whaler

Interview Professor Sandy Tudhope

Corals key to
understanding
climate change
CORAL GROWS IN COLONIES,
FORMING SKELETONS OF LIME
WHICH BUILD UP INTO
DOME-LIKE STRUCTURES,
GROWING AT A RATE OF
1CM A YEAR AND SOMETIMES
LIVING FOR HUNDREDS OF YEARS.

It may be a long way from Scotland, and a
few degrees warmer, but scuba diving in the
South Pacific may help Sandy Tudhope and his
international colleagues change our attitudes
to climate change – by measuring the growth
of one of nature's most sensitive and beautiful
organisms...
Professor Sandy Tudhope has spent a lot of his career
underwater, but he also believes that immersing himself
in the societies where he does field work has had a major
influence on how he thinks about science, including his
specialist subject – the study of coral.
Born and educated in Scotland’s capital city, Tudhope is
today the Head of School of GeoSciences at the University of
Edinburgh, but even though he has spent many years close
to home, he regularly travels to some of the world’s most
exotic locations. He started scuba diving in the north west of
Scotland while studying geology in Edinburgh, focusing on
the environmental significance of carbonate sediments or
shell sands. After graduation, he went to the Australian
Institute of Marine Science in Townsville to do his PhD,
researching the processes which control the growth and
development of the Great Barrier Reef. For three years,
Tudhope found himself surrounded by scientists of every
description, including oceanographers, biologists and
chemists, focusing on marine science rather than traditional
geology, and this emphasis on multidisciplinary teamwork
has been a major influence in his career.

As a Professor of Climate Studies working with people
from all sorts of backgrounds, Tudhope is well aware
his scientific discipline is also closely intertwined
with economic, social and political considerations.
“It’s important to put things in context,” he says.
“Because of rising sea levels, the future does not look
good for some people in the Pacific and elsewhere.”
Faced with the reality of people whose environment is
threatened by the fall-out from societies thousands
of miles from their homes, scientists not only see how
critical their work is but may also ask different questions
because of this different perspective.
The basic question scientists ask about coral is:
“Why does it look like this?” In other words, how does it
form its skeleton of lime and what controls its growth?
But Tudhope and his colleagues also flip the question over
to ask what coral tells us regarding the climate. And the
answer is not always very good news.
One of Tudhope’s major projects is a study of the coral reefs
in Thailand, and this has led to “sobering” conclusions,
including the discovery that the growth rate of the coral has
slowed down by 15 per cent in the last 25 years – a finding
confirmed by a similar study of coral in the Great Barrier
Reef in Australia. “We know we are both right concerning
the figures,” says Tudhope, “but it's harder to say why it's
happened.”
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Interview Professor Sandy Tudhope
Tudhope has spent lots of time in Australia and the rest of the
Pacific Ocean area, including the Galapagos and Papua New
Guinea, where he studied living corals and fossilised corals at
the same time in the same environment, using the fossils to
understand climate change dating back thousands of years,
spanning interglacial-glacial cycles. In Papua New Guinea, the
land is rising out of the ocean, resulting in the exposure of former
coral reefs. By studying these fossilised corals it is possible to
step back in time – the higher the fossils, the older they are
– and to use the evidence within the coral skeletons to
reconstruct past climate change.

?

“Papua New Guinea is the perfect laboratory,” Tudhope explains,
but to get the big picture, it’s important to travel around the
whole area, gathering data from different locations, including
some where scientists have never before done research into
corals. In some places, temperature is the critical factor,
while in other places rainfall or ocean-acidification has more
impact than anything else.

The scientific study of coral reefs in the Pacific can be traced
back to the work of Charles Darwin in the early 1830s, which
eventually led to the publication of his first monograph in 1842,
The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs. Darwin’s theory
was that the shape and structure of coral reefs (such as atolls,
barrier reefs and fringing reefs) reflected the combined effects
of uplift or subsidence of the Earth’s surface, and the ability of
coral reefs to grow upwards and outwards. “Darwin was
acutely aware of changes in sea levels,” says Tudhope, but it
was many years before we started studying the coral reefs for
evidence of climate change, extracting data on temperature,
sea levels and salinity.
Geologists have known about the evidence of climate change in
sedimentary rocks since the earliest days of the science, but
this referred to long-term geological time-scales and it was
not until more recent years that scientists started to apply very
similar principles to the study of coral, to understand what’s
happened to the living organism in the short term. Some
reef-building corals lay down massive lime skeletons that have
annual bands, similar to tree rings, says Tudhope, and they
record in the structure and chemical composition of their
skeletons, information about the temperature and salinity of
the surrounding seawater. These attributes, combined with
the longevity (up to several centuries) and fast growth rates
(10–20mm/year) of some coral colonies make them ideal
archives of information on past climate variability and change.
The effects of climate change on corals can be highly complex
and not always easy to measure. For example, rises in water
temperature do not always have the same effects. Coral
generally thrives in warm water – growing faster as the
temperature rises. But when the temperature reaches a critical
level, the coral starts to bleach and die. In some places, such as
the Persian Gulf, coral thrives in temperatures of 34 degrees
centigrade, while the same type of coral in other places, such as
the Great Barrier Reef, where the water is five degrees cooler,
would die at these temperatures. This variability in optimum
temperatures means that research has to cover a very wide
area, taking account of both temporal and spatial factors.
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The big advance has been the
willingness of scientists from very
different backgrounds – like biology
and chemistry, geology and physics
– to engage with each other...

Another big danger to coral is acidification
caused by excess carbon dioxide dissolving
in water, which makes it much harder
for the coral to form its lime skeleton.
Combined with rising temperatures,
this can spell catastrophe for coral. But
there is also growing evidence that coral
can adapt and acclimatise over time,
developing defences to cope with these
changing conditions.
In addition, says Tudhope, the biggest threats
to coral are much more direct – over-fishing,
dynamiting and pollution caused by sewage
and agricultural effluence, washing excess
nutrients into the sea which encourage the
growth of the algae which out-compete coral.
In recent years, scientists have also observed
that corals are becoming more prone to
disease, but the jury is still out regarding
the causes.

Scientific evolution
Over the course of Tudhope’s career, new
technologies (including mass spectrometers
which analyse the chemistry) have
revolutionised the work of palaeoclimate
scientists, greatly improving precision and
making it possible to analyse very small
sample sizes (extracted from the core
of the coral) more quickly than ever before.
These advances allow the routine
reconstruction of many centuries of past
climate at monthly resolution at different
sites around the tropical oceans. But for
Tudhope, the biggest change is how
different scientists work with each other
in ways that blur the boundaries between
the different disciplines.
“The big advance has been the willingness
of scientists from very different backgrounds
– like biology and chemistry, geology and
physics – to engage with each other,” says

Tudhope. “Geologists have traditionally
used their observations of rocks to create a
narrative of changing environments through
time. Now the challenge is to work with
scientists from other disciplines to learn
from one another – for example, using
physics to help constrain what is possible
and what is impossible in terms of apparent
changes in past climate, and to understand
the strengths and weaknesses of different
natural archives for reconstructing the nature
and timing of past changes. My academic
papers reflect collaborations with scientists
from all sorts of backgrounds.”
In some ways, says Tudhope, this means
we have come full circle since Darwin’s
time, when scientists did not define
themselves so rigidly and tended to explore
a range of disciplines. Scientists today may
not be individual “all-rounders” like Darwin,
but the team they are part of can behave
in a similar way – communities of scientists
combining their specialist skills. Definitions
are no longer so important, says Tudhope,
and degree subjects should not put
scientists into a box for the rest of their
lives.
Another major change in climate science
over the last 50 years has been the
realisation that people have become the
biggest agent of change on the planet, and
this has also changed the questions
scientists ask when they try to disentangle
human influence from natural variability,
as well as how the different disciplines
contribute to the sum of our knowledge.
“Society wants answers,” says Tudhope,
“but no single discipline can come up with
all of the answers.”

Profile:
Sandy Tudhope
Main research interests:
> Tropical climate
variability and
change
> Growth of recent
corals and coral
reefs
> Stable isotope
and trace element
chemistry of
coral skeletons
> Quaternary
palaeoenvironments
> Processes of
carbonate sediment
production, transport
and deposition
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Interview Professor Sandy Tudhope

Global Factors
Another major area of interest for Tudhope is the El Niño
Southern Oscillation, or ENSO. This climatic phenomenon,
which causes extremes in temperatures, floods, droughts
and cyclones across the Pacific on a 2–5-year cycle, has only
really been understood for the last 30 years. Even now, says
Tudhope, the physics only gives us a general picture,
and we still have many unanswered questions about the
sensitivities of ENSO to changes in climate. For example, is
it possible to predict the likelihood of a particularly strong
event? “El Niño is the single biggest source of year-to-year
climate variability on Earth,” says Tudhope, “so it has huge
repercussions for societies and ecosystems globally.”
For example, droughts in the south west USA and Mexico,
droughts in parts of Southern Africa, failed Indian Monsoon
rains, and changed frequencies of Atlantic and Pacific Ocean
cyclones and associated flooding are all associated with
changes in the ENSO cycle. Instrumental records of ENSO
and climate over recent decades, or even the last 100 years,
are simply not long enough to reveal the full range of natural
variability in this key element of the climate system.
Furthermore, due to the complexity of the ENSO system,
it is proving to be extremely hard to predict its response to
current and future climate warming.
Despite the inherent uncertainty of climate studies, Tudhope
is clear about the fundamentals: “It is easy to overstate how
little we know. But we are confident the world has warmed
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and will get warmer, and over the last few decades we have
developed climate models which can simulate well the
global climate system.”
There are about 10–15 “reasonably good climate models,”
says Tudhope, “and they tend to agree.” They are better at
predicting the average climate, however, than the local or
regional climate, and the best way to test them is to run
them in reverse to see if they confirm the known results.
“The aim is to predict the likelihood of major climate
changes,” he explains, and this should help develop better
policies to cope with events, much the same as insurance
firms working out risks. “Climate change is having a major
effect on the world and this societal relevance makes it
important for scientists to engage with the general public
as well as government.”
Tudhope’s pioneering work with corals does not just help
us understand why they grow into such beautiful structures
but also why they set off alarm bells when it comes to the
climate. In future, he would like to see more research
into the Earth’s hydrological cycle – the way that water
circulates. Current climate predictions indicate that, where it
is currently dry, it will get drier, and where it is currently wet,
it will get wetter, but it would be useful to know more about
where and when this will happen. The challenge is to
understand the interactive systems of the Earth – to
understand what happens when the different components
of nature collide.

Interview Professor Chris Hawkesworth

Deep time,
deep thinking
Scientists are always under pressure to
come up with exciting new ideas to improve
our day-to-day lives, but sometimes trying to
discover what we don't know or exploring
“what we don't know we don't know” can
lead to the greatest – and most unexpected –
advances in science...
Professor Chris Hawkesworth confesses that he has a
“low boredom threshold,” and this is perhaps what
continues to drive his research. Hawkesworth is Deputy
Principal and Professor of Earth Sciences at the University
of St Andrews, after a research career at the Open
University and the University of Bristol, but after all this
time, he still describes the “joy of working with colleagues
and students in isotope laboratories.”
Hawkesworth's passion for geology has taken him around
the world in search of new discoveries, along the way
developing his specialist interest in isotope geochemistry.
More recently, he's turned his attention to “the nature of
the geological record and the extent to which it is biased by
sedimentary and tectonic processes and the development
of supercontinents.” But the question he would most like to
answer today is what the Earth was like during its first 600
million years – the period for which we have almost no
geological record.

THIS PHOTO FROM NAMIBIA SHOWS SEDIMENTS
(GREY) BEING MELTED TO FORM GRANITE (PINK)
– THE CRUST MELTING AND DIFFERENTIATING IN
FRONT OF OUR EYES.

The biggest thing we know about this early period is
probably “how much we don't know,” but what we learn
may lead to major breakthroughs in our scientific
knowledge and even the development of new applications –
we simply don't know what we will discover. For
Hawkesworth, it is just the kind of intellectual challenge
which has always intrigued him, no matter what results
from our future enquiries.
There are no rocks available which could provide the key to
understanding this mysterious era – they've been recycled
long ago. The planet is 4.55 billion years old but there are
very few rock samples older than 3.9 billion years. One of
the only clues we have to the previous 600 million years
comes from looking at zircon, tiny crystals of zirconium
silicate which are found in igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks, and also in recent sands. When rocks
are reworked during periods of major geological changes,
the zircon they contain is often durable enough to survive
processes such as erosion and even metamorphism,
providing a record which pre-dates the rocks they now
inhabit. Zircon yields high-precision ages of the zircon’s
original crystallisation, and these ages have been the
cornerstone of establishing the geological time scales,
and the ages of events throughout the history of the Earth.
“In many ways, zircon is therefore the workhorse of the
geological record,” says Hawkesworth.
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Interview Professor Chris Hawkesworth
Traditionally, rocks and minerals for geochemical analysis
were ground into homogeneous powders. However, they
often contained material of different ages and different
histories, and it is only with the development of ion
microprobe and laser technologies that it is now possible
to analyse tiny spots of individual minerals. The result,
says Hawkesworth, is that we can now be much more
certain of what we are analysing, and this approach is
widely applied to zircons, since zircon crystals can often
contain pockets of zircon of different ages.
“The isotopes involved in radioactive decay schemes, such
as uranium decaying to lead, allow us to date rocks and
minerals very precisely, because we know just how fast they
decay,” says Hawkesworth. “But there are many isotopes
not involved in radioactive decay, the so-called stable
isotopes, and these are increasingly used to investigate
metal–protein interactions, climate change, the effects of
pollution and early signs of life in the geological record, to
name but a few. Overall, isotopes are a fantastic tool – and
we now have almost the whole periodic table to play with.”

According to Hawkesworth, zircon has already revealed a
lot about the early days of the planet, with some samples
dating as far back as 4.4 billion years. For example, the
evidence from zircon suggests that there was water, that
zircon crystallised from relatively low temperature
magmas, and that new continental crust was melted to
form granite time and time again over 1.5 billion years.
But the big question is: was there life?
At this time, there were lots of meteorites flying around
and colliding with Earth, causing huge geological changes
– catastrophic enough to wipe out any primitive life forms
that may have existed. For evidence of the damage,
we only need to look at the Moon. But after this
bombardment, we entered a relatively quiet time, and
life as we know it evolved. Primitive, simple organisms
started us on the road to life as we see it today.

Preservation vs Peaks
It is this mind-boggling time-scale that fascinates
Hawkesworth. He may not yet have cracked the secrets of
the earliest days of the planet, but in recent years, he and
his colleagues have made a significant breakthrough in
our understanding of how the continental crust was
formed and how it evolved, over billions of years.
One of the striking features of the continental crust is
that it contains peaks of ages of zircons, and hence of
the granitic magmas from which they crystallised. That
suggests that there were periods when more granite was
generated and periods when much less granite was
formed. Intriguingly, the peaks of ages also occur at the
same times that different continents on the Earth came
together to form supercontinents. Until quite recently,
geologists believed that these peaks of ages reflected
pulses of igneous activity, and that they were therefore
caused by episodic “pulses” from deep in the Earth,
resulting in the generation of unusually high volumes
of magma at certain times.
page 18
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Hawkesworth has another explanation.
What he and his colleagues have questioned is whether
there's a link between the ages and volumes of the
igneous rocks and the formation of the supercontinents.
And they suggest that the larger volume of rocks
associated with particular ages can be better explained by
“biases in preservation” – in other words, the conditions
which existed at particular times helped to preserve larger
volumes of rock, rather than that there were times when
dramatic pulses of magmatic activity resulted in the
generation of larger volumes of igneous rock.
Hawkesworth expands on this theory by suggesting that
the continental crust was formed as part of a continuum
rather than a series of sudden events, much the same as
the continuous process observed by scientists today as
supercontinents build and separate, producing magma
to generate new crust, building mountains and melting
and recycling the old crust as one tectonic plate sinks
beneath another. And this would also help to explain the
“unevenness” of the rock record available for sampling –
older rocks and younger rocks mixed up together.
What Hawkesworth concludes is that when tectonic
plates or supercontinents move, they have a greater
potential to preserve rocks at some stages during the
process than at others – for example, “subduction-related
magmatic rocks are better preserved in extensional
basins that lie inboard from the subduction zone.” In
simple terms, most samples of zircon, those peaks of
ages, are preserved from the times when continents
collide to form supercontinents, rather than from the
periods when the continents are moving around or when
the supercontinents start to break up. As we interrogate
the geological record, says Hawkesworth, it seems
important to consider not only the volumes of magma
generated in different tectonic settings, but also the
extent to which they are likely to be preserved.

Thus, the geological record is not always quite
what it seems – it is biased by sedimentary and
tectonic processes and the development of
supercontinents.

Why does geology matter?
This is the kind of research that has fascinated
Hawkesworth throughout his career, since the
early days at Trinity College in Dublin and at the
University of Oxford, where he was a member of
a group that developed one of the first thermal
models for an orogenic belt (a mountain belt) in
the Eastern Alps in Austria. Apart from how and
when the continental crust was formed, his
other major interests are the generation of large
igneous provinces and their role in the break-up
of supercontinents, and the formation of
associated – and economically important – base
metal sulphides. He is also intrigued by how
meteorite bombardment and biological
processes have shaped the evolution of the
Earth.
Hawkesworth is also passionate about
education – particularly the teaching of geology.
In an age when more and more attention is
being paid to climate change, as well as to
volcanic hazards, oil and gas exploration and the
search for precious minerals and metals, he is
concerned that Scotland may be falling behind
in international league tables for the number
of school students enrolling in earth and
environmental sciences. Not only does Scotland
have a noble tradition in geology, including
some of the biggest names in the history of the
science, but we also have a practical need to
produce more geoscientists and improve the
knowledge of geology among the general
public. “We are the custodians of the Earth
for future generations and we need to
know more about it,” says Hawkesworth.
The teaching of geology is coming under threat,
however, with Higher Geology due to be phased
out in 2015 and only basic elementary geology
being subsumed into parts of other courses.
So even now Scotland is falling behind other
countries, says Hawkesworth. In Norway, for
example, and in England and Wales, the ratio
of students taking the equivalent of a geology
Higher or A level compared to those taking
physics over the last five years is ~1:15, while in
Scotland it is currently ~1:150. Looked at
another way, about 9,000 students in Scotland
have recently been taking Higher Physics but
only about 60 have been taking geology. If the
ratio was similar to Norway, or for those taking
A levels, we should expect 10 times more

geology students taking Higher Geology –
roughly 600. According to Hawkesworth, the
reason Scotland isn’t submitting more pupils
to Higher Geology qualifications is insufficient
provision of teachers and support for the
subject.

Profile:
Professor
Chris
Hawkesworth:

Another big concern is that non-scientists are
missing out on a basic education in earth
sciences – including politicians responsible for
drawing up our policies on climate change.

Main research interests:

Hawkesworth clearly feels very strongly that
the study of science has practical value as well
as helping to develop analytical skills, and a
deeper knowledge of environmental issues.
“It is important that as many people as possible
should have the opportunity to study geology,”
Hawkesworth explains, “not least to have a
reasonable understanding of the history and
workings of our planet as we plan for the future,
in addition to the more tangible links to
industries such as oil and gas.”

> The generation and
evolution of the
continental crust.

The public debate about the value of pure
science versus applied science will be never
ending, but Hawkesworth is relaxed about his
personal role: “Both are important, they feed off
each other, and often they operate on different
time scales. I have greatly enjoyed working with
industry, but the delight is to follow up on ideas
and to see where they lead.”
Climate change is one area where there's a
lot of research focus and excitement today.
Geologists are interrogating the recent records
of climate change and helping construct new
models, thus making possible a more informed
debate, says Hawkesworth. “In detail, there is
much to be debated – for example, the extent
to which past records are helpful in predicting
future change, or whether our present climate
system has already been modified too much
for the past still to remain a useful key. More
widely, it remains important that 'blue sky'
research continues to be valued and supported.
We don’t know where the next breakthrough
may happen, and it is a high priority that people
of the calibre to make such breakthroughs are
encouraged to undertake their research in
Scotland.”
There are lots of things in geology we know
nothing about, he continues – especially the
first 600 million years of Earth. “But when I
interview students and research staff, the key is
surely to look for those who are intrigued by
these big questions – not frightened by them.”

> isotope and trace
element
geochemistry

> The nature of the
geological record,
and the extent to
which it is biased by
sedimentary and
tectonic processes.
> The effects
of meteorite
bombardment
on the Earth’s
crust, and the
differentiation of
impact melt sheets.
> The use of transition
metal isotopes
to investigate
processes at the
interface between
biological and
inorganic
geochemistry, and
the extent to which
the latter may have
influenced biological
evolution.
> High-resolution
continental records
of archaeology and
environmental
change.
> The processes of
melt generation in
large igneous
provinces, with links
to the causes of
break-up of
mega-continents,
and the conditions
of formation of the
associated base
metal sulphides.
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Profile Parkmead Group

“The future is
smaller...”
Core business:

Oil & gas exploration
and development
Date incorporated:
2011 (established as an
oil and gas company)
Location:
Aberdeen
Annual revenues:
About £4 million in 2012
Number of employees: 11 full-time + consultants
The Parkmead Group is really only two years old, but
the Aberdeen-based company is already making waves
in the oil & gas sector, buying up strategic assets which
promise to turn the new enterprise into a significant
industry player – without a significant increase in the
number of staff...
In July 2016, a group of new oil wells is scheduled to
come into production in the Perth Oil Field in the central
North Sea. Before that date, the partnership of
companies which own the drilling rights will invest about
£270 million in constructing a purpose-built boat (an
FPSO, or floating production storage and offloading
vessel) and drilling six new wells. These wells will then
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be hooked up to the floating platform, which houses the
facilities for processing the water, oil and gas, and also
stores the crude oil, which is in turn offloaded periodically
via a shuttle tanker.
The new wells are expected to produce around 12,000
barrels a day, but as the North Sea oil reserves begin to
diminish, this is the sort of field which promises to extend
the lifetime of the industry by extracting resources which
used to be regarded as too much of a technical challenge,
or were simply considered too small to be profitable.
But if all goes according to plan, the project promises
healthy returns for investors who are ready to take on the
risks – and it is scientists with specialist knowledge of
subsurface geology and geophysics, working in a team
with economists, who calculate those risks.
According to the organisation in charge of the project,
the secret of success is “ruthless ranking and selection”
of opportunities, using very strict investment criteria.
“It’s like a talent contest,” says a spokesman. “You assess
the potential and decide which field offers the biggest
returns on investment. It’s mostly science but there’s
also some art involved.”

You may think that one of the oil giants like Shell, BP
or Chevron is behind such an ambitious project but the
truth is that the company which owns the rights and will
be operating the wells would find it hard to field 11
players for a football team.
of offshore assets from the west of Scotland and Shetland
to the central and southern North Sea, as well as onshore
assets in the Netherlands, plus an in-house consultancy
which adds to Parkmead’s revenues and cash flows.

COLIN PERCIVAL

You may think that one of the oil giants like Shell, BP or
Chevron is behind such an ambitious project, but the
truth is that the company which owns the rights and will
be operating the wells would find it hard to field 11
players for a football team.

“Proven business model”
The Parkmead Group was re-positioned just over two
years ago by its chairman Tom Cross, who had previously
been in charge of Dana Petroleum until its “hostile”
takeover by the Korea National Oil Corporation in 2010 –
the first time an Asian state-owned corporation had taken
control of a UK-owned company. Cross had taken Dana
from virtually nothing to a company worth $3 billion in just
16 years, but rather than rest on his laurels, he started up
from scratch again with Parkmead, bringing a core team
from Dana to join him.
In its first two years, Parkmead has not made any profits
and its revenues are hovering at around £2–4 million,
mostly based on earnings from consultancy. But all that is
about to change when its latest assets go into production.
Parkmead has made a takeover offer for the Lochard
Energy Group, a move which has the potential to improve
the company's cash flow by about $2 million a month.
Control of Lochard would provide Parkmead with a 10 per
cent share of the Athena Field, currently producing about
9,000 barrels of oil per day – i.e. Parkmead’s share would
be 900 barrels per day, a major increase from its current
production of about 200 barrels per day.
The Lochard bid is just the latest in a series of similar
moves. Parkmead’s strategy is to create a balanced
portfolio of assets in pursuit of its aim to become a
“significant independent oil and gas company, on an
accelerated basis, using a proven business model.”
And its recent acquisitions give it interests in a range

The purchase of DEO Petroleum last year (in a share
offer which valued the company at £12.7 million) enabled
Parkmead to acquire 52 per cent of the Perth Field, while
its purchase of assets from Dyas BV in the Netherlands in
March last year also gives it access to onshore resources
which have already started to contribute to cash flow.
The company also has a stake in Faroe Petroleum (which
has 40 exploration, appraisal, development and production
licences in the North Sea) and the Platypus Gas Field,
and made successful bids for licences in the North Sea.
These include the award of new licences in the 27th UK
Continental Shelf Licensing Round in October last year,
which gives it access to 25 blocks – adding to the 12 blocks
already acquired. This has “bolstered our exploration and
appraisal portfolio around our existing assets,” says the
company's most recent annual report, “while adding
extensive acreage in exciting new areas with significant
reserves potential.” During the last year, Parkmead has
also become an exploration operator in the North Sea for
the first time, and by the end of 2012, it had a reserve base
of 23 million barrels of oil equivalent (MMBOE), plus
another 11 MMBOE in contingent resources.

“World-class business”
One of the Parkmead Group’s earliest moves was the
purchase of AUPEC (Aberdeen University Petroleum and
Economic Consultants), which is headed up by David Rose
and Alex Kemp, Professor of Petroleum Economics at the
University of Aberdeen. AUPEC was founded 25 years ago
and according to the Parkmead Group's technical director
Colin Percival, the company is a “world-class business”
right on its doorstep, crunching the numbers for potential
investments, the same as it does for major oil and gas
clients, governments and large financial institutions.
As the name suggests, AUPEC was originally a spin-out
from the University of Aberdeen. At the turn of the
Millennium, there was a management buy-out, with the
University retaining a 20 per cent share of the company.
Parkmead later bought the company through a share issue
and £1 million in cash – gaining a partner to help with
appraisal of future investments as well as generating
cash flow through consultancy fees.
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The purchase of AUPEC on top of the other investments has
established Parkmead as a serious industry player, but such
rapid progress always comes at a price. “The first few years
can be painful for investors,” says Percival, but Parkmead is
still confident that it is well on course to achieve its objectives
and generate significant profits in the very near future.

Including a few regular consultants, the company now
numbers about 15 people, but Percival says it has “no plans
to increase to several hundred,” not only because this keeps
running costs low, but to make sure it remains nimble and
continues to develop close relationships with key strategic
partners and contractors.

Learning from experience

The business model is to have a small core execution team
with “mission critical” skills such as geology (Percival’s
specialist subject) and petroleum economics, plus the
knowledge and experience gained through the years by the
team working for many of the industry giants, then outsource
other work to specialist consultants and bring in contractors
to handle operational jobs such as drilling. And because many
people prefer to work on a consultancy basis rather than as
employees, this suits all concerned and keeps Parkmead’s
overheads down. The only skills the company would never
sub-contract is subsurface and commercial, says Percival,
because this gives Parkmead its technical edge.

A major part of the company’s strategy is to learn from the
experience of Dana Petroleum, where Cross and several
members of his team, including Percival, learned the hard
way how to take on the giants in one of the most competitive
industries in the world.
According to Percival, Parkmead has been able to grow
“on an accelerated basis” by not repeating some of the
mistakes made at Dana – for example, “not bringing
disciplines in-house that we are not very good at,” and not
trying to create a “mini Shell or BP.” This would have been
a step backwards, says Percival.
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Smaller companies exploiting smaller
reservoirs in a difficult financial climate
where technological advances make all the
difference – combined with high prices for
oil and low taxes – will become more
significant players.

Deliverability

Why Scotland?

The Parkmead business model also
means it makes more sense to focus on
the type of opportunities which the oil and
gas giants would not necessarily want to
take on, for economic and technical
reasons. The Perth Field, for example, is a
“low deliverability” discovery, with total
production expected to be about 12,000
barrels of oil a day initially, with a field life
of 15 years (an estimated total reserve
of 41.3 MMBOE), compared to 40,000
barrels a day in some of the bigger fields
established several years ago. So, while
the big producers need large “cash cows,”
smaller players such as Parkmead can
profit from these smaller assets.

Aberdeen is the obvious place to locate a
new business like Parkmead. The city is
home to an estimated 90–95 per cent of
the oil and gas sector in Scotland, with
Glasgow and Edinburgh sharing the rest.
Percival points out that this sometimes
boils down to simple advantages – he can
walk out of the office in Aberdeen and
literally bump into someone he needs
for a particular project.

Percival explains that as well as being
relatively modest in terms of production,
the Perth Field is also a technical
challenge, because when the oil is
extracted, it will also produce a lot of
hydrogen sulphide. But Parkmead and its
partners have developed a solution to deal
with this problem, making the field a more
practical option than many other
companies thought possible only a few
years ago. “The solution is nothing new,”
Percival says, “but it does combine existing
technologies in a new way.”
This “small is beautiful” approach is not
only what makes Parkmead different, but
may be how the industry evolves in coming
years, especially in areas such as the
North Sea. “The future is smaller,” says
Percival. “Smaller companies exploiting
smaller reservoirs in a difficult financial
climate where technological advances
make all the difference – combined with
high prices for oil and low taxes – will
become more significant players.”
As Percival adds, “the infrastructure
(platforms, pipelines and support services)
won't last forever,” so the tax structure has
to be balanced to encourage investment by
these smaller players and ensure that
these smaller reserves are exploited, not
left in the ground.

In addition, says Percival, Scottish
universities are still turning out a steady
stream of graduates and post-graduates
with the qualifications required – not just
from Aberdeen but also Edinburgh and
Glasgow, who provided two of Parkmead’s
most recent recruits.
Now an external examiner at the
University of Aberdeen, Percival himself
laments the fact that his own alma mater,
the University of Reading, no longer
teaches “traditional” geology – ironically,
the science which Parkmead needs most
and continues to be in such high demand
in the oil and gas sector.
Oil and gas may sometimes be an
“invisible industry” to many people in
Scotland, because so much of its activity
is offshore, but Parkmead is making its
presence felt not just in Scotland but
industry-wide – despite the fact it hardly
has enough staff for a football team.
Sometimes, says Percival, he’s taken by
surprise when new projects spring into
action, costing many millions of dollars.
“You can see the whole team in the office a
few feet away,” he explains, “but when the
helicopters start taking off and landing,
and rigs and boats start moving you realise
the plans are now becoming a reality.”

How does
subsurface
geology help
oil and gas
exploration?
Discovering a worthwhile
and exploitable hydrocarbon
reservoir involves many
disciplines and techniques.
Subsurface is a term used to
cover all the disciplines involved
in understanding what lies
below the ground surface
or the seabed – primarily
geology, geophysics and
reservoir engineering.
In the oil and gas reserves,
geophysics uses seismic data
to estimate the size (volume)
of the hydrocarbon trap.
Geology mainly utilises well
and outcrop data to estimate
the volume and recoverability
of hydrocarbon in the trap,
i.e. the thickness of the
reservoir, its porosity,
permeability, hydrocarbon
saturation, etc. This gives a
static description of the
hydrocarbons in place.
In addition, for an undrilled
prospect, the geologist will
estimate the chance of
success/probability of finding
hydrocarbons in the trap the
geophysicist has recognised.
This is done by mapping the
various play elements (source,
reservoir and seal) and seeing
if they are likely to be present
and effective at the prospect
location. This is calibrated
by a statistical analysis of the
results from wells that have
tested this play. Reservoir
engineering takes the static
description and models the
flow of hydrocarbons into
wells to give a recoverable
hydrocarbon volume, i.e. a
dynamic description of the
reservoir.
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Interview Professor Maggie Cusack

Back to
the future
Her first degree was in cell biology and her PhD on
protein biochemistry, but Professor Maggie Cusack
(Head of the School of Geographical and Earth Sciences
at the University of Glasgow) has established herself
as a pioneer in geoscience, applying her discoveries
about living organisms to advance our understanding
of the ancient past recorded in fossils – allowing access
to a more accurate and reliable record of climate change.
And now her work in biomineralisation has yet another
strand, promising future advances in medicine and
engineering by creating new materials inspired by
the structure of shells, bones and corals...
The image of geologists chipping away at rocks looking for
fossils may seem a far cry from biological experiments or
electronic engineers using nano devices to simulate the
behaviour of proteins, but Professor Maggie Cusack's
work in biomineralisation provides the connection.
According to Cusack, studying a fossil to understand the
ancient past requires an in-depth knowledge of how
invertebrate shells grow and the environment in which the
fossil formed many millions of years ago. This requires a
multidisciplinary approach, taking advantage of the latest
technological tools, including nanotechnology, advanced
computing and innovative scanning techniques. Nowadays,
collaboration may seem an obvious way to approach most
problems in science. However, not so long ago most
researchers tended to work in their own departments and
were often unaware of the insights they may be able to gain
by connecting with a disparate set of disciplines and what
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this could bring to the study of fossils – it simply was not
part of the scientist’s basic training. In fact, says Cusack,
the work of many scientists today has become so diverse
that it now “defies classification.”
Recent advances in biology and geoscience, combined with a
more collaborative approach to research, have revolutionised
the way we study fossils and led to some remarkable
advances in our understanding of what life was like on our
planet hundreds of millions of years ago. These advances
have also provided a much more detailed awareness of our
recent history.
For example, when we study a fossilised shell to find out
what it recorded about its long-lost environment – e.g. water
temperature and ocean pH – the non-biologist’s approach
would be to grind the fossil into a homogeneous powder and
measure various properties in a bid to build up a picture of
what life was like when the fossil was formed – i.e. how it
laid down certain minerals during its life. Even if researchers
used the latest technology to analyse the sample, the result
would only provide an “average” or an approximate record
contained in the fossil, and this could be highly misleading.
Cusack says we would get a much more accurate picture by
applying our biological knowledge. For example, the ornate,
often highly-specific design of many shells across our oceans is
due not simply to the laying down of inorganic cements, but is
“completely and exquisitely, controlled by biology,” and
understanding this process (biomineralisation) leads to a huge
“improvement in resolution” – the difference between a blurry,
black and white image and full-colour, high-definition.

Recent advances in biology and geoscience, combined
with a more collaborative approach to research, have
revolutionised the way we study fossils and led to
some remarkable advances in our understanding of
what life was like on our planet hundreds of millions
of years ago, as well as provided a much more
detailed awareness of our recent history.
change because without these solid facts,
debate can go in all sorts of misleading
directions.
“Sometimes, scientists jump to conclusions,”
says Cusack. “Things often happen in
the wrong order, when big scientific
announcements are published prematurely,
before the fundamental checks are in place
– not just collecting data but knowing how
to analyse that data. We have to check and
double-check every result.”

PROFESSOR MAGGIE CUSACK

As a biologist, Cusack’s approach is to
establish first how shells or corals grow
while they are living, including the role
of proteins – passing on instructions to
determine the pattern of growth and their
mineralogy – in the laying down of very
precise nanostructures. This involves
identifying which part of the organism
– e.g. a brachiopod – tells the “true story”
of how it developed its shell by analysing
how it grows in real time, absorbing
components such as magnesium and
calcium and transforming them into the
crystalline structures that form a shell.
In this way, she is able to identify exactly
which part of a fossilised shell contains
the most accurate “historical” record.
By using the latest techniques such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
and mass spectrometry, she is able to
extract this “hidden” information. In other
words, she knows much more precisely
where to look for evidence–and, importantly,
how to interpret it when it is found.
One of the most important applications
of this biological approach to analysing
mineral records is the detailed picture it
provides of climate change. In Cusack’s
view, it's vitally important to establish the
most accurate possible picture of climate

For example, using advanced techniques
such as the high energies provided by a
synchrotron source, allows a more detailed
analysis of the tomography of biomineral
structures and the chemistry of the
elements used as climate proxies. This
provides scientists with a more accurate
image of the environment in which the
organism existed and essential knowledge
of how it acts as an accurate recorder
(or “proxy”) of past climate.

Time traveller
Cusack did her first degree in cell biology
and her PhD on protein biochemistry,
studying a sweet protein and identifying
exactly what makes that particular protein
taste sweet. This may seem a strange
introduction to geoscience, but Cusack
started gravitating in that direction by asking
“big questions” about the behaviour of
proteins in the process of biomineralisation.
This desire to gain information about how
proteins are involved in shell growth would
have a significant bearing on her later
study of fossils, and today she specialises
in biomineralisation, the process by which
living organisms produce highly organised
minerals to harden or stiffen their tissues
– e.g. silicates in algae, carbonates
in invertebrates and phosphates in
vertebrates, forming structural features
such as shells in marine organisms and
bones in mammals and birds.

Analytical techniques
used in the School of
Geographical and
Earth Sciences at the
University of Glasgow:
Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) – Imaging, chemistry
and crystallography (EBSD) of
carbonate and phosphatic
biominerals at the Imaging,
Spectroscopy & Analysis Centre
(ISAAC). Contact Peter Chung
(Peter.Chung@glasgow.ac.uk)
for details of ISAAC Facility.
Electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) – Extracting crucial
crystallographic data from
biominerals at high spatial
resolution.
Synchrotron analyses –
Tomography of biomineral
structures and chemistry of
climate proxies.
Stable isotope measurements –
via traditional mass
spectrometry at the Scottish
Universities Environmental
Research Centre (SUERC)
and secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) analyses.
Moving into area of clumped
isotopes in collaboration with
SUERC.
Microfluidics & crystal growth –
Characterising role and function
of biomineral proteins using
crystal growth in microfluidics in
order to understand their mode
of action in control of mineral
polymorph, crystal habit and
ultrastructure. Research
collaboration with Huabing Yin.
Cellular response to biomineral
topography and chemistry –
isolating topography and
chemistry of invertebrate
biominerals in order to assess
cellular response to these
aspects. Research collaboration
with Matt Dalby, Nikolaj
Gadegaard and Karl Burgess.
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The way that biominerals form shells and fossils also
provides a very accurate embedded record, not only of the
ocean’s temperature many eons ago, but also how acidic
the oceans were at that time (which reflects the levels of
atmospheric carbon dioxide at any given time). This is even
more important at present, when there is a greater interest
in investigations into ocean acidification. The method used
to “travel back in time” is to take a sample which has
already been dated, and analyse the ratio of components,
e.g. magnesium and calcium. Alternatively, the ratio of the
stable isotopes of oxygen and/or carbon contained in the
sample can be measured with extreme precision by mass
spectrometry. Both the changes in magnesium and calcium
ratios and/or changes in isotopic ratios vary according to
climatic conditions. These are the standard “proxies” or
established standards used to gain information about past
and present climate – e.g., when the ocean is warmer, more
magnesium is present in the shell ultrastructure.
The important aspect of Cusack’s research is that she
understands the biology behind the shell’s growth – how
different layers of the shell structure are laid down at
different times in its development and the fact that these
characteristic climate proxies will vary significantly during
different periods of shell development. This knowledge

allows her to analyse the part of the fossil or shell in which
these proxies are stable, providing a much more accurate
record of climatic conditions.
Cusack explains: “Living systems exert exquisite control on
biomineral formation, producing functional structures that
are light and strong. There is, therefore, a drive to mimic
and improve on biology’s approach and this requires that
we understand the biological control of biomineralisation.
Living systems control the structure, mineral type and
polymorph of biominerals. In biology, minerals tend to
be composites of vast numbers of nanogranules, with
associated organic components, that are assembled to
form structures that are effectively single crystals.”
Brachiopods are often used for gathering data, and
fossilised examples are available which date back 550
million years. “They provide a fabulous record,” says
Cusack, allowing us to look at “slices of time” which
indicate changes in chemistry (i.e. the absorption of
calcium carbonate) in chunks of time as finely grained as
every two weeks, much as tree rings show the annual
growth rate of trees, with rapid growth in good years and
slow growth in bad years.

Did You Know?
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1

Biominerals help us keep our balance – gravity receptors called “otoconia” (made from very small
calcium carbonate crystals) in the inner ear prevent us from toppling over.

2

You can tell the temperature of the sea millions of years ago by studying sea shells – measuring the
ratio of calcium to magnesium or the isotopes of carbon and oxygen found in fossilised shells helps
us to determine past climate conditions.

3

Sea shells can be used to repair bone – by integrating pieces of nacre (mother-of-pearl) into areas
of missing bone.

4

Nacre is one of the strongest natural materials known and is superior to most artificial composite
ceramics in terms of stiffness, strength and toughness.
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THIS PLAQUE
COMMEMORATES THE
BIRTH OF THE WORD
"ISOTOPE" AT A DINNER
PARTY HELD JUST A
STONE'S THROW AWAY
FROM PROFESSOR
MAGGIE CUSACK'S
DEPARTMENT IN
THE UNIVERSITY
OF GLASGOW.

Cusack’s work not only has implications for our
understanding of the planet millions of years ago, but could
also help in the development of new synthetic materials for
use in everything from medicine to engineering and
construction. Working in collaboration with electronic
engineers, Cusack simulates the behaviour of proteins to
understand how they control the formation of shells, using
very small microfluidic devices, or what is called ‘lab on a
chip’ technology. The fruits of this research may lead to the
development of therapies for growing new ‘bio-compatible’
bone, as well as very strong and lightweight materials for
multiple uses.
Even though it may seem like a piece of science fiction to be
able to ‘grow’ new bone, there is evidence that such ideas
have been around for millennia – e.g., the ancient Mayans
implanted worked fragments of shell into their jaw bone as
an early form of dental implant. Initially this was thought to
be a burial ritual, inserting shell fragments after death,
but recent analysis shows that these shell implants were
actually primitive dentures which reacted extremely well
with living human tissue, with the shell being totally
absorbed into the jaw bone – an example of osteointegration.
It is hard to imagine that while vertebrates commandeer
calcium phosphate for skeletal fabrication (bones),
invertebrates commonly use calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
to manufacture external structures such as shells. This
juxtaposition of phosphate and carbonate is often described

as the ‘Bone–Shell Divide’. According to Cusack, current
research indicates that synthetic bone based on nacre
(mother-of-pearl) implants does not induce an immune
response, being completely integrated into the bone. This
makes nacre an extremely attractive biomaterial with
potential applications in therapeutic bone formation.
However, as with the need to understand the intricacies of
protein involvement in shell formation (biomineralisation)
and how this understanding is crucial to accurate climate
estimations, so it is equally important to understand why or
how invertebrate nacre is so readily accepted in a vertebrate
bone environment. Is it the regular, uniform topography of
nacre, or the chemical signals in the proteins embedded in
the shell – or perhaps both? The challenge is to devise robust
experiments that will answer these questions, and here again,
Cusack will cross into another domain – that of cell biology.
This departure from ‘conventional’ biology and geoscience
reflects the dramatic advances which have taken place in
biomineralisation during Cusack’s career, and this in turn
is changing the way geoscience is taught, exposing students
to the wonders of biology and microfluidics, as well as other
more traditional subjects. Understanding how stem cells
and proteins produce shell or bone is not just for biologists
interested in future advances in health care, but for
everyone in geoscience interested in climate change or in
the evolution of the planet millions of years ago.
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Landscape evolution is an aspect of geology that everyone can
understand – at least when it comes to the basics. But new
technologies have recently emerged which revolutionise our
view of the landscape – with geoscientists at the Universities
of Edinburgh and Glasgow leading the way...
Professor Hugh Sinclair of the University of Edinburgh is using techniques such as
thermochronology, not just to explain how the landscape evolved but also to predict
its behaviour in future, focusing on active mountain ranges such as the Himalayas.
Professor Rod Brown of the University of Glasgow has developed a revolutionary
method to process and understand thermochronology data from apatite crystals,
which may help to explain one of the most puzzling questions in geology.
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New geological
horizons

Interview Hugh Sinclair

Global
changemaker

Professor
Hugh Sinclair:
“Using new digital topographic techniques, we can now see
Geologists usually think in terms of time scales dating
the evidence of potentially dangerous faults, where there
back thousands or millions of years – even billions
of
Research
appears to be no evidence of earthquakes,” says Sinclair.
years – but as well as studying how the Earth evolved in
Interests
“Where modern rivers don’t transport the amount of
the past, Professor Hugh Sinclair of the University
of
sediment that the long-term erosion rates would imply, we
Edinburgh also has his sights set on a very different
The interaction between
suspect historical records have not yet captured the really
period: the future.
surface processesbig,
(erosion
landscape-defining flood events that a system is
The science of geology is currently advancing at a much
and sedimentation),
capable of. These are examples where new techniques
faster rate than the processes it seeks to measure, now
that allow us to measure and understand the long-term
mountain
including global change as well as human activity,
all of building and basin
trajectory
subsidence. The growth
of of topographic change are able to demonstrate
which shape the surface of the planet we live on.
where we expect erosion processes to play catch-up in
Twenty-five years ago, for example, we knew atopography
lot less aboutin mountain
ways that could be devastating .”
the growth and denudation of mountains because
we had
so
ranges,
including
the Alps,
A key breakthrough has been the ability to date the rocks
little knowledge of the rates of erosion, including
the
Pyrenees,
Carpathians,
and debris more precisely than ever before using
long- and short-term effects of climate change. But thanks
Balkans, Ladakh Himalaya
techniques like thermochronology which allows us to
to the development of new techniques, we can now
andare
the Rockies. establish
Using how quickly the rock reached the surface.
reconstruct more precisely how mountain ranges
numerical
to
Radiometric
dating techniques also enable us to date the
formed and how they are destroyed, factoring in
the effectsmodelling
isotopes preserved inside the rocks in crystals of zircon
of erosion and also calculating the time scalesanalyse
involved.the
Thepunctuated
apatite, based on what are called the ‘closure
ability to bridge short and long time scales of erosion
natureand
of surface or
uplift.
temperatures’ of rocks. Because the Earth gets hotter as
uplift also means that we can now start to forecast what will
Processes of long-term
you go deeper (at about 30°C per kilometre), mineral
happen in the future and possibly avert potential disaster.
erosion are measured
using
systems
with different closure temperatures can record the
When he was writing his PhD Thesis in 1989, Hugh
Sinclair,
a range
of low temperature
cooling of rocks during their journey to the surface of the
who is now the Professor of Surface Geodynamics at the
Earth as the overlying rocks are eroded away. Combined
thermochronometers,
University of Edinburgh, drew a graphic to illustrate how the
with high-performance
numerical modelling, these
enabling
us
to
question
the
Himalayas were formed, showing how the two tectonic
techniques
help
us
to
understand
the stratigraphic record
and response times
plates meet, with one sliding downwards and forcings
one pushing
and reconstruct the process over thousands and millions of
upwards to create the peaks we see on the surface.
In hisprocesses to
of surface
years, and thus project possible changes in future.
drawing, almost as an after–thought, he added
some
climate and tectonics. The
“The new technologies allow us to progress from making
clouds and some rainfall, because geologists have known
products of the erosional
educated guesses to more precise models of elevation
for a long time that the weather also has a major impact on
in the mountain
and mountain shape through time,” says Sinclair. “This
the mountains, breaking off debris and carvingengine
out fissures,
belt
are
as a clearer picture of trajectories and rates of
provides
as well as creating sedimentary layers (more sedimentthen studied
change, showing the probable effects of the onset of great
results from more erosion). At that time, it was
easy to date in surrounding
stratigraphy
climatic processes such as Asian monsoons, to reconstruct
sedimentary rocks but not so easy to date thebasins.
erosion, Analysis
so
and
the
past and see what the future landscape will look like.”
geologists did not know that the rate of erosion
directly
modelling of the subsidence
affected how quickly the new rock pushed up to the surface
history of foreland basins.
to replace the rock eroded by the annual monsoons.
Understanding
Mountain
This helps to explain why the Himalayas continue
to rise
Belt/Foreland
Basin
by a few millimetres a year, despite some of the
greatest
erosion rates on Earth. In other words, the new
rocks fillusing a range
systems
the void created by the rainfall and the erosionofit approaches.
generates,
as if the movement of the tectonic plates and the
consequent folding and fracturing of rocks are
compensating for the loss of material by sending up new
stuff to replace the stuff that has been eroded away.
This constant replacement of eroded rock challenges many
of the classic concepts of geomorphology, where cycles of
topographic growth are thought to be followed by prolonged
periods of recovery through erosion.

The new technologies
allow us to progress
from making educated
guesses to more
precise models of
elevation and mountain
shape through time.
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Interview Hugh Sinclair
Photography: Peter Barr

According to Sinclair, the three
technologies that have revolutionised
these components of geology over the
last few decades are thermochronology,
the analysis of cosmogenic nuclides
(pioneered in Edinburgh and now also
well established in Glasgow and at
SUERC – the Scottish Universities
Environmental Research Centre – to
form the UK’s world-leading centre of
such expertise), and advanced computer
modelling, which makes sense of the
huge amounts of data now being
captured on the ground and via
satellites. And by investing in these
technologies right from the start,
universities in Scotland and shared
facilities such as SUERC have
established themselves as leaders in
various specialist areas in geoscience,
making a major contribution to our
knowledge of climate change as well
as global change. “The emphasis on
cutting-edge facilities in Scotland has
driven some world-class research,” says
Sinclair, “and SUERC has also played a
critical role in breaking down the
traditional boundaries between the
different disciplines.”
Sinclair also believes that the
establishment of SAGES (the Scottish
Alliance for Geoscience, Environment
and Society), a multidisciplinary
partnership between the Universities of
Aberdeen, Abertay, Dundee, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, St Andrews, Stirling and the
West of Scotland, as well as SUERC and
the Scottish Association for Marine
Science of the University of the
Highlands & Islands, has created “a
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unique grouping that has grown into a
world-leading organisation,” seeking to
improve our understanding of how the
Earth works and predict how it will
respond to “anthropogenic and natural
changes, on both local and global
scales.”
The use of new technologies is breaking
down the traditional boundaries
between the different scientific
disciplines – for example, with
physicists, chemists and biologists
collaborating closely with geoscientists –
and Sinclair sees this happening within
geoscience, within the Scottish
geosciences community and within his
own School. Not only is technology
helping to bridge the gap between rates
of erosion and the evolution of the
landscape, but it is also bringing
different scientific disciplines closer
together.
All geologists deal with mind-boggling
time scales, but recent breakthroughs in
technology have also enabled them to
rewrite the text books when it comes to
the age of the landscape. For example,
by analysing cosmogenic nuclides – rare
isotopes created when high-energy
cosmic rays interact with the atoms in
rocks, as if they are giving the atoms a
suntan – scientists in Edinburgh have
discovered that the rocks we now see
sitting on the surface of a valley in
Antarctica have been there for over eight
million years, compared to similar
features elsewhere which have only
been exposed to cosmic rays since the
end of the last ice age, about 18,000

years ago.
“In Edinburgh, I think we have built a
bridge between traditional geology and
physical geography,” says Sinclair.
Geography has always been the go-to
subject for environmental issues, with
geologists looking on much longer time
scales and at deeper levels of the Earth.
Traditional geologists who study plate
tectonics and examine rocks and fossils
may see themselves as the 'Indiana
Jones' of geoscience, sometimes
referring to these new advances in
understanding the processes at the
Earth’s surface as 'gardening,' says
Sinclair. But the breakdown of the old
discipline boundaries allows new ones
to emerge, and that is what the
Edinburgh School of GeoSciences
intended from the start.
The new technologies are also helping
earth scientists play a critical role in the
debate about climate change, and
Sinclair also believes that so-called
'esoteric' branches of geology are now
coming more into the mainstream,
providing insights into climate change
and landscape evolution which are “just
as relevant and topical” as studies for oil
and gas exploration and mining.

...the breakdown of the old discipline
boundaries allows new ones to emerge,
and that is what the Edinburgh School of
GeoSciences intended from the start.

Profile:
Professor
Hugh Sinclair:
Main research interests:

For Sinclair, this ability to measure things
much more precisely translates into his
current work investigating flood plains in
the Ganges and in the Midwest of the USA,
bringing his knowledge of mountain
formation (rates of erosion and tectonic
movement) down to the flatlands, to help
future planning in regions where there are
large river systems – for example, locating
areas at higher risk of flooding and places
better suited to development. Oil and gas
companies are also showing an interest in
this relatively new field of research
because it gives a much more detailed
overview which helps them with longerterm planning – some places are simply
more stable than others.
Are geologists becoming more like
meteorologists forecasting weather?
“Meteorologists can test their theoretical
predictions on a daily basis and modify
their models accordingly,” says Sinclair,
“but geologists will have to wait a long
time to see if their forecasts come true.”
Sinclair may not become a weatherman
but he did get directly involved in a study to
understand what happened in 2010 when
monsoon rains devastated fragile
communities in the western Himalayas,
caused flooding, landslides and debris
flows, with the worst effects across the
floodplains of Pakistan.
Because there were no records of
conditions at the time, Sinclair and his
colleagues used the geomorphic record of
sedimentation and debris flows to
reconstruct what happened during the
storm and by combining this with
topographic analysis, reconstructed the
whole event – one of the first times such
techniques have been used. Hopefully,
this will help the authorities take
measures to reduce the damage caused by
future storms.

signature in sedimentary layers, may be a
random event or part of a more regular
sequence. Ultimately, says Sinclair, this
means we should not be surprised so
much when some events take place –
e.g. devastating monsoons or tsunamis.
Precise predictions may still be
impossible, but at least we have a better
idea of what to expect and understand the
sensitivities of the planet much better than
ever before. We have known about the
fundamental processes for centuries
through simple observations, but now we
have a “higher-resolution image” of
change, and can see what happens almost
in real-time.

> The growth of topography in
mountain ranges, including
the Alps, Pyrenees,
Carpathians, Balkans,
Ladakh Himalaya and the
Rockies.

“Geology has a lot to offer in terms of
using modern processes to understand the
stratigraphic record and help explain the
world as it is now and what it will look like
in future,” says Sinclair. “The historical
record is not good enough. We have to be
able to understand the changes which
have taken place in ancient times, as well
as understand more recent anthropogenic
change – the impact of man on the
landscape. That is why earth sciences are
playing an increasingly prominent role,
taking advantage of the latest techniques
to measure rates of erosion as well as
analyse sedimentary layers and image the
landscape.”

> The products of the erosional
engine in the mountain
belt are then studied as
stratigraphy in surrounding
basins.

Sinclair also believes these advances are
leading to a greater integration in
geoscience, as the study of surface
processes is combined with our knowledge
of deep-earth and deep-time geological
processes, and also with physical and
human geography.

> The interaction between
surface processes (erosion
and sedimentation),
mountain building and basin
subsidence.

> Using numerical modelling
to analyse the punctuated
nature of surface uplift.
> Processes of long-term
erosion are measured using
a range of low temperature
thermochronometers,
enabling us to question the
forcings and response times
of surface processes to
climate and tectonics.

> Analysis and modelling of
the subsidence history of
foreland basins.
> Understanding Mountain
Belt/Foreland Basin
systems using a range
of approaches.

“There are multiple signals and multiple
frequencies in geology,” says Sinclair,
“and our job is to tune in and interpret the
message.”

These new techniques also enable
geologists to ask if big events are part of
the natural variability of the system or
one-off anomalies – for example, a
tsunami, which leaves a highly visible
sciencescotland
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Interview Rod Brown
PROFESSOR ROD BROWN (LEFT) WITH HIS
COLLEAGUE DR ROMAIN BEUCHER (RIGHT),
ON LOCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 2012.

New answers for
very old questions
After helping to answer one of geology's most difficult
problems – why southern Africa is so high – Professor Rod
Brown and his team could now turn their attention to the
landscape of Scotland, taking advantage of the latest
technologies available right on their doorstep and new
techniques they have developed to analyse the thermal
history of rocks...
Twenty-three years ago at ICOG (The International
Conference on Geochronology, Cosmochronology
and Isotope Geology), held in 1990 in Canberra, Australia,
(the “Geochemistry Olympics”), a small group of scientists
met to discuss an exciting new idea. The topic of the session
was how very rare isotopes, produced by cosmic rays from
outer space which induce nuclear reactions within minerals
on the Earth’s surface, could be used to date the surface.
The idea may have seemed ‘out of this world’ but the science
was more down to earth – and the dating technique utilising
the products of these cosmogenic nuclear reactions is now
being used by researchers worldwide to establish how the
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Earth’s surface formed as we see it today. The power of this
cosmogenic isotope technique was that it provided earth
scientists, for the first time, with a tool that could provide
quantitative measurements of the age of land surfaces and
how fast they were being lowered by erosion over hundreds
of thousands to a few million years.
In parallel with the development of this new cosmogenic
dating technique, another breakthrough in ‘conventional’
radiometric geological dating was also taking place. The
basic science of radioactive decay had been known about for
decades, since Ernest Rutherford had first suggested at the
beginning of the 20th Century that radiogenic helium (He)
could provide the key to dating the age of the Earth. It was
not until the early 1990s, however, that scientists at Caltech
(the California Institute of Technology) turned the concept of
using measurements of He into a practical tool, using the
latest mass spectrometer technology to do what is now
known as uranium-thorium/helium (U–Th/He) analysis.

SUERC attracts many
leading names in geoscience
By analysing the helium isotopes in apatite
crystals, which are found in virtually all
rocks, geochemists can establish not only
the age of the crystals but also their
thermal history – or thermochronology.
Radiogenic helium is produced in apatite
grains when uranium and thorium isotopes
decay, and what makes it so useful in
geology is that this helium is only retained
in the apatite crystal once the rock is below
about 80 degrees centigrade. Analysis of
the helium isotopes thus provides a very
accurate record of when the rocks cooled
and how long it took for them to cool.
This information allows geologists to
determine when and at what rate erosion
has brought rocks to the surface from
deeper down in the Earth’s crust. This is
possible because the temperature in the
Earth increases systematically with depth
and so a rock cools steadily as it moves up
to the surface. The power of the (U–Th)/He
thermochronometry technique to measure
large amounts of erosion (several km) over
tens to hundreds of millions of years is that
it complements beautifully the shorter
time scale and smaller spatial scale tool
provided by cosmogenic isotope analysis.
When used in concert, these two techniques
can be used to explain processes which took
place in the relatively recent past –
i.e. hundreds of thousands of years ago –
as well as tens of millions of years ago.
Rod Brown, now Professor of Earth
Sciences at the University of Glasgow,
was one of the scientists at that small
gathering who realised the new technique
could revolutionise our understanding of
landscape evolution, his specialist subject.
At that time, Brown was working at La
Trobe University in Melbourne, Australia,
using a thermochronology method called
fission track analysis – looking at the
“damage trails” in crystals for evidence of
fission decay, in order to date rocks, very
precisely, and measure erosion over very
long time scales.
When Brown first came across the
new cosmogenic technique in 1990, he
immediately realised the impact it could
have when combined with fission-track
thermochronology, and even more so if it
could be combined with the new (U–Th)/He
technique, but it took several more years
before he could put his ideas in action.

In 2003, while still a lecturer in Melbourne,
Brown learned that a new accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) had been installed at a
facility in Scotland for the primary use of
geoscientists in the UK. (An AMS is essential
for measuring the very small amounts of
cosmogenic isotopes within minerals, but
these very expensive machines are normally
the preserve of nuclear physics research
groups.) The following year, Brown
successfully applied for a position in the
School of Geographical and Earth Sciences
in Glasgow, excited by the prospects of
using the new AMS and the unique array of
other dating techniques, including the new
(U–Th)/He method, to pursue his research.
“An accelerator mass spectrometer enables
us to look at ludicrously rare isotopes,”
Brown explains, “and the new AMS at
SUERC (the Scottish Universities
Environmental Research Centre) put
Scotland on the map – it really opened
people's eyes to what was possible.”
According to Brown, the facilities at SUERC
provide “a unique array of technologies”
and put them in the hands of geoscientists.
The centre also brings a range of disciplines
together, to share ideas and different
scientific perspectives in the quest for
solutions, and also means that SUERC
attrracts many leading names in geoscience.

“It is not possible to overstate the
uniqueness of being surrounded by
equipment which is capable of dating more
or less everything – and rubbing shoulders
with so many world-class scientists,” says
Brown. Geoscience tends to be hypothesis
driven, and dating technologies are often
viewed as “tools” to be simply applied
when required, but the powerful new
technologies at SUERC are “so advanced
that they are pushing the boundaries of
what’s possible analytically,” enabling
geoscientists to invent new techniques and
“new sample pre-processing recipes”
to do things they couldn't have dreamed
of before. Using these new techniques
of thermochronometry, which had been
written off before because they produced
ages that were “too young,” to estimate
the thickness of crust that is no longer
there because it has been removed by
erosion, could be compared to “dating
rocks which don’t exist with methods
that don’t even work.”

Profile:
Professor
Rod Brown:
Main research interests:
> Low-temperature
thermochronology
Developing new applications
for fission track analysis and
(U–Th)/He Analysis of
minerals to constrain
tectonic and geomorphic
processes.
> Terrestrial cosmogenic
nuclides
Developing methods
and strategies for using
measurements of
cosmogenic nuclides in
surface mineral samples to
measure rates of erosion
and landscape change.
> Geodynamics
& landscape evolution
Investigating the coupling
between deep-Earth
processes (such as mantle
convection) and the
generation and evolution
of large-scale topography.
> Remote sensing
& digital geoscience
Using high-resolution
satellite-derived data to
measure and visualise the
Earth's surface topography.
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Interview Rod Brown
BLYDE RIVER CANYON IN MPUMULANGA, SOUTH AFRICA

Sometimes, geoscience takes dramatic twists and turns.
For example, says Brown, the study of cosmogenic nuclides
(the rare isotopes created when cosmic rays hit the Earth
and interact with atoms) has also revolutionised our view
of how the surface of the planet has evolved, enabling
geoscientists to “fill in the gaps” between what we can
see in the landscape today and what happened millions
of years ago, dating rocks and debris more accurately
than ever before.

Out of Africa
One of Brown's “proudest achievements” since coming
to Scotland has been his contribution to an issue which
has puzzled geoscientists for decades: Why is southern
Africa so high compared to other continents?
There are two competing theories which seek to explain this
topographical anomaly:
> The “first-order topography” (i.e. the large-scale features
of the African landscape measured at a scale of
hundreds to thousands of kilometres) was formed when
a “super plume” within the mantle pushed up the
landscape. This happened about 90 million years ago,
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as a result of enormous upward pressure from deep in
the mantle beneath the Earth's crust – like a hosepipe
pushing up a tarpaulin. This theory was based on an
analysis of data from hundreds of thousands of seismic
events, to predict density anomalies within the mantle
which were used to build computer models of mantle
convection and the patterns of surface uplift that these
models produce.
> Based on observations of the geomorphology, including
weathering patterns and materials and the incision of
river channels and the pattern of sedimentation offshore,
others have suggested the major topography was created
less than 30 million years ago, and maybe as recently as
three million years ago.
Brown and his team, including colleagues Romain Beucher
and Cristina Persano from Glasgow, and Fin Stuart from
SUERC, were able to gather their samples of apatite crystals
from boreholes up to 5km deep, drilled during the oil crisis
several decades ago. Then they analysed the helium content
in the crystals to try to establish the temperature history –
when the rocks at different depths cooled and how long
they took to cool, which would indicate how and when the
landscape formed.

Initially, Brown and his colleagues were
puzzled by the data this produced.
Apatite crystals are typically elongated,
prismatic shapes and are rarely
extracted from their host rocks intact,
and when you analyse the fragments,
you get different readings for the helium
content, depending on where the
particular fragment has come from –
e.g. from one of the ends of the crystal
or from right in the centre. This means
that the measurements determined on
single crystals from the same rock
produced a much wider range of ages
than had been expected, but when they
looked at the mean age of samples, the
results made more sense. The problem,
says Brown, is that “the mean of
nonsense is nonsense.” In other words,
there was no reason to think that the
mean was correct.
The breakthrough came after much
racking of brains. “The penny dropped,”
says Brown, “when we started to think
about why the grains were dispersed in
a particular pattern, and it was the
pattern of dispersion that gave us the
answer.”
Brown and Beucher decided to develop
a mathematical model that specifically
treated broken grains as fragments of
larger crystals. This had not been done
before, because until then the
thermochronology community had used
a simpler model that treated all grains
as if they were spherical shapes. This
was done because the calculations could
then be performed much faster on
computers. The new fragment model
developed in collaboration with
colleague Dr Steven Roper, from the
School of Mathematics and Statistics
at Glasgow, required the use of the
high-performance computing services
of ScotGrid, normally used by the Large
Hadron Collider physicists at Glasgow,
to perform the calculations. The results
of these model experiments were very
exciting, says Brown, because they
showed for the first time that the very
large amounts of dispersion seen in data
sets such as those from South Africa
were the result of the shape and size of
crystals analysed and whether they were
broken or not. With this new model,

called Helfrag, Brown and his colleagues
were able to make sense of what
otherwise looked like “terrible” data.
Ironically, a single age from a whole
grain or a single fragment may not be as
useful in creating an accurate record of
cooling as data from several fragments.
“The more terrible the data appears, the
better it is,” Brown explains. “The record
is encoded in extremely messy-looking
data, but we think we have cracked it.”
According to Brown, the breakthrough
was a “simple idea,” and treating broken
crystals explicitly as fragments provided
the key. Based on the new data, there is
no evidence of recent uplift but, rather,
strong evidence of an older upheaval.
This suggests that the first-order
landscape was formed between 75 and
175 million years ago, probably because
of a super plume pushing the land up,
rather than as a result of more recent
uplift and erosion. “We still can't date
exactly when the surface rose,” Brown
cautions, “because we are measuring
erosion and not uplift directly, but we
do know the timing and rate of this
erosional process.”
The cherry on the top is that new
cosmogenic isotope measurements
made on rock surfaces and on river
terraces within South Africa have
confirmed that there has been very
little uplift of the land surface over the
last four million years, thus supporting
the conclusions drawn from the
thermochronometry results. So, the
tandem approach of cosmogenic dating
and thermochronometry has finally
provided some quantitative answers.
Until this study, there were no
constraints on timing, but Brown is
confident the time scales can now
be agreed.

below, rather than resulting from
erosion migrating inland from the
uplifted margins of the continent
following continental break-up.
Following the success of this recent
research, which was funded by the
National Environmental Research
Council (NERC), Brown would like to
apply the new methods to other major
problems in geology – including
investigating the evolution of the
topography of Scotland.
Brown explains that the Highlands of
Scotland, and indeed the similarly
elevated topography along the eastern
coast of Norway, have a long geological
history; but as in Southern Africa, there
are some who believe the present
topography is quite young and others
who think elements of the Highlands
date back to when the North Atlantic
was formed about 60 million years ago,
or even earlier. The existing (U–Th)/He
studies from these areas have been
controversial because the ages have
almost always been severely dispersed,
and so the efficacy of this dating
technique in these terrains has
been questioned. With their new
understanding and appreciation that
“dispersion is good,” Brown and
colleagues believe they can now tackle
this frustrating problem head-on and
turn “what looks like terrible data” into
robust constraints on the timing of major
uplift across Scotland and Fennoscandia.

“The new (U–Th)/He data shows that
the timing that you see at the margins
(coastal erosion) is the same as that
determined from samples from deep
holes up on the plateau,” adds Brown.
The fact that the timing on the coast
is the same as the interior of the
sub-continent suggests that the
whole land mass rose because of the
enormous energy pushing it up from
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